BLEND
P R E C IS E L Y

a business tool for aromatherapists and formulators

PILLLAR 1

AC C UR AT E C OST
C ALC ULAT I ON
Cash Flow is a primary point of consideration when running a small Aromatherapy Business. Especially in the
beginning, we need to be able to adjust our formulations quickly and with great flexibility. By adjusting, we
mean that you might need to increase/decrease your product's size, exchange different raw ingredients for
others due to costs, or try different packaging to lower your costs or create a luxury product.
Blend Precisely will give you feedback within seconds of creating your Blend, and you can make sure that you
nailed down all your ingredients and packaging costs!
In addition to the over 400 Pre-Populated ingredients, we highly encourage every Aromatherapist to upload
their own prices from their own suppliers. That will allow them to take their cost calculation to the business
level needed as an Entrepreneur.
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PILLLAR 2

SAF ET Y I NFOR MATIO N
We know how important it is to understand the Safety Information while we are creating
aromatherapy blends. With Robert Tisserand's permission, we have integrated the
widely known safety information from his book Essential Oil Safety. We wanted to
make sure that we give the Aromatherapist an "on the go" resource and not struggle to
find the critical information in addition to blending. We make it a point to keep the
information updated.
The Safety Information can be found where a small red "i" appears next to the costs
and then it opens up a new window.
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PILLLAR 3

PROF I T C ALC U LATIO N
Here comes the fun part! Can I be profitable with my Blend? Is it feasible to get
this product onto the market?
A profit calculator is a handy-dandy tool. After considering the raw material
costs and the packaging costs, the user can choose to add sales tax (if
applicable) and shipping. Once all costs have been considered, it is time to
play around with the profit margin. Can I have a profit factor of 3? 4? 2.5?
Again, this only takes a few seconds to make your Final Product Price decision.
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PILLLAR 4

DI LUTI ON R AT I O
When formulating with drops, a correct dilution ratio depends on the orificer of a bottle and the
viscosity of the oil, and its temperature. One oil might give you 20 drops per gram (or ml), and
another one might give you 40 drops per gram (or ml). A more accurate value for drops is the
average, which is 30 drops per gram (or ml) per Robert Tisserand.
After talking to Robert and Hana Tisserand and other formulators in the cosmetic industry, it is
abundantly clear that the dilution ratio can vary greatly when using drops. In Blend Precisely, we
use conversions from volume units, like drops, based on the oil's density at 20 Degrees Celsius. No
more guessing about the size of a drop.
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PILLLAR 5

F URTH ER ST AT I STICS
Under "More Statistics," you will find Blend Percentages, Plant Parts, Plant
Notes, and Chakras. Our clients LOVE these charts. We all have different
blending styles. That is what makes every Aromatherapist unique. So, while
creating a blend, the charts are available. I use them regularly to create product
descriptions for my clients. Having a visual makes it so much more fun to
communicate essentials.
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PILLLAR 6

ADDI NG YOU R SUPPLIE R S
You will get the most out of Blend Precisely and your product cost calculation by uploading
once your own suppliers and their prices. We often can achieve a higher profit margin when
we purchase essential oils as a wholesaler. Some of us have a wholesale account set up or
buy their supplies in bulk.
Blend Precisely offers three different ways of adding your prices into the system:
1) Upload a single raw ingredient through our "quick addition"
2) Upload everything at once through a one-time upload of a spreadsheet
3) We can do the upload for you
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